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Abstract—The theme of this paper is three-phase distribution
system modeling suitable for the Z-Bus load-flow. Detailed models
of wye and delta constant-power, constant-current, and constant-
impedance loads are presented. Models of transmission lines,
step-voltage regulators, and transformers that build the bus
admittance matrix (Y-Bus) are laid out. The Z-Bus load-flow
is then reviewed and the singularity of the Y-Bus in case of
certain transformer connections is rigorously discussed. Based
on realistic assumptions and conventional modifications, the
invertibility of the Y-Bus is proved. Last but not least, MATLAB
scripts that model the components of the IEEE 37-bus, the IEEE
123-bus, the 8500-node feeders, and the European 906-bus low-
voltage feeder are provided.
Index Terms—Three-phase distribution system modeling, ZIP
loads, Z-Bus method, load-flow, bus admittance matrix
I. INTRODUCTION
A
N accurately constructed bus admittance matrix (Y-
Bus) that captures the unbalanced characteristics of
distribution networks is the basis of several applications
such as 1) three-phase load-flow based on Newton-Raphson
[1], the current injection method [2], or the Z-Bus method
[3]; 2) three-phase optimal power flow (OPF) using interior–
point methods [4], semidefinite relaxations [5], or successive
convex approximations [6]; 3) voltage security assessment [7],
[8] through conditions for solution existence [9]–[13]; 4) op-
timal system operation by selecting optimal regulator tap
settings [14], [15] and optimal capacitor switch reconfiguration
[16]; and 5) providing real-time voltage solutions by lineariz-
ing three-phase power flow equations [17]–[20].
To facilitate three-phase distribution system studies, such
as the above examples, and to bypass single-phase simplifi-
cations, this paper brings together models—some previously
available, some novel—for elements of distribution networks
and constructs the Y-Bus matrix. The Y-Bus matrix incorpo-
rates models of three-phase transmission lines, transformers,
and step-voltage regulators (SVRs).
In addition, this paper analyzes how each model affects the
invertibility of the Y-Bus matrix and rigorously proves why a
previous proposal in [21] for certain transformer connections
removes the singularity of the Y-Bus. The invertibility of the Y-
Bus is especially important since it allows for computation of
load-flow solutions through the Z-Bus method [3] and provides
conditions of solution existence [12], [13].
Three-phase power system modeling is the theme of [22],
although models of voltage-dependent loads and SVRs are
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not included. For the forward-backward sweep load-flow (FB-
Sweep), ABCD matrices of transmission lines, distribution
transformers, and SVRs are derived in [23]. Deriving the cor-
responding admittance matrices from the ABCD parameters is
not straightforward—especially for transformers and SVRs.
Three-phase nodal admittance matrices of certain trans-
former connections, such as the delta–delta, are singular [22],
[24]. These singularities are somewhat remedied for the FB-
Sweep in [25] by adding independent KCL and KVL equations
and in [26] by showing that the zero-sequence components
of voltages do not affect the backward sweep calculations;
thus, they render unique non-zero sequence voltage solutions.
Alternative transformer nodal admittances are suggested in
[27] by assembling their symmetrical component circuits.
In the Z-Bus method realm, Ohm’s law is used to obtain
voltage solutions by inverting the Y-Bus at every iteration.
To bypass Y-Bus singularities, [21] advocates adding small
admittances from isolated circuits to the ground and [28]
suggests modifying the LDL factorization to use the limit for
zero by zero divisions. An alternative approach to avoid Y-Bus
singularity is to use equivalent current injections [29].
Despite the extensive literature on distribution network
modeling [21]–[29] and references therein, precise unified Y-
Bus modeling accounting for transmission lines with missing
phases and SVRs—as present in IEEE feeders—is lacking.
Moreover, there is a deficit in theoretical studies on the
invertibility of the Y-Bus and how this is affected by nodal
admittances of various distribution system components.
This paper sets out to fill the aforementioned gaps. First,
detailed models of wye and delta constant-power, constant-
current, and constant-impedance (ZIP) loads, three-phase
transformers, and transmission lines with missing phases are
presented. A novel nodal admittance model for SVRs, with and
without considering the leakage admittance, is also derived.
Specifically, primary-to-secondary gain matrices for line-to-
neutral voltages are derived from first principles. These are
combined with a series transmission line, which is the typical
configuration in which SVRs are installed in distribution
systems. It is worth noting that the SVR models developed
in this work do not use sequence network matrices (as per
[23]), and can also be utilized in the FB-Sweep algorithm.
Second, this paper precisely explains which distribution
system components cause singularities in the Y-Bus and how
they can be rectified. In particular, typical SVRs do not render
the Y-Bus singular, rather, the Y-Bus singularity is due to
self-admittances of certain transformer connections. Based
on linear algebra, this paper shows how connecting small
shunt admittances, which has been previously proposed for
modification of the Y-Bus [21], aids in restoring its invertibil-
2ity. The Y-Bus invertibility is then proved for networks that
include arbitrary combinations of very general and practical
component models—including transmission lines with missing
phases—that are found in typical distribution feeders. The
invertibility of the Y-Bus is necessary for computing voltage
solutions via the Z-Bus method.
Third, a set of MATLAB scripts is provided online that takes
as input the data files for the IEEE 37-bus, the IEEE 123-bus,
the 8500-node feeders, and the European 906-bus low voltage
feeder [30], and models the loads, transmission lines, SVRs,
and transformers. These scripts further build the corresponding
Y-Bus for each feeder and implement the Z-Bus method to
compute the voltages. The power flow solutions obtained are
within 0.75% of benchmark solutions.
Paper organization: The notation required for three-phase
distribution system modeling is introduced in Section II.
Models for wye and delta ZIP loads are given in Section III.
Modeling of series elements, i.e., transmission lines, various
types of SVRs, and transformers is taken up in Section IV.
Section V puts the aforementioned models together, constructs
the Y-Bus, reviews the Z-Bus method, and explains the pro-
cedures to handle Y-Bus singularities. A rigorous proof of Y-
Bus invertibility is detailed in Section VI. Extensions guaran-
teeing Y-Bus invertibility under more practical considerations
are pursued in Section VII. Section VIII provides numerical
discussions and load-flow results on distribution test feeders.
The paper concludes in Section IX.
II. MODELING NOTATIONS
Power distribution networks comprise two types of ele-
ments: 1) shunt elements such as loads and shunt capacitors;
and 2) series elements such as three-phase transmission lines,
transformers, and SVRs. Mathematically, we model a three-
phase power distribution network by an undirected graph
(N , E). The set N := {1, 2, . . . , N}∪ {S} is the set of nodes
and represent the shunt elements, while E := {(m,n)} ⊆
N × N is the set of edges representing the series elements.
Node S is considered to be the slack bus connected to the
substation. Furthermore, we define the set of neighboring
nodes to node n as Nn := {m|(n,m) ∈ E}.
For a series element, i.e., the edge (n,m) ∈ E , let Ωnm =
Ωmn denote its set of phases. Define i
φ
nm as the current flowing
from node n to node m on phase φ ∈ Ωnm. Define further
the available phases of a node n as Ωn :=
⋃
m∈Nn
Ωnm. Let
inm ∈ C|Ωn| collect the currents on all phases flowing from
node n to node m such that inm(Ωnm) = {iφnm}φ∈Ωnm and
inm({φ}) = 0 if φ ∈ Ωn \ Ωnm, that is, notation inm(Ωnm)
picks the indices of inm that correspond to the phases in Ωnm.
We partition N as N = NY∪N∆∪{S} where NY and N∆
collect wye and delta nodes respectively. For wye nodes, i.e.,
n ∈ NY, Ωn may have one, two, or three available phases.
For delta nodes, i.e., n ∈ N∆, Ωn has at least two available
phases, that is |Ωn| ≥ 2.
For node n and phase φ ∈ Ωn, the complex line to neutral
voltage is denoted by vφn and the net current injection is
denoted by iφn. Moreover, define vectors in = {i
φ
n}φ∈Ωn ,
vn = {vφn}φ∈Ωn in C
|Ωn| respectively as the vector of
TABLE I
WYE AND DELTA ZIP LOAD MODELS
Current portion Wye loads Delta loads
iφPQn
(vn) −(s
φ
Ln
/vφn)
∗ −
∑
φ′∈Ωn\{φ}
(
s
φφ′
Ln
v
φ
n−v
φ′
n
)∗
iφIn (vn) −
vφn
|vφn|
iφ
Ln
−
∑
φ′∈Ωn\{φ}
iφφ
′
Ln
vφn−v
φ′
n
|vφn−v
φ′
n |
iφZn (vn) −y
φ
Ln
vφn −
∑
φ′∈Ωn\{φ}
yφφ
′
Ln
(vφn − v
φ′
n )
net current injection and complex line to neutral voltages
at node n. Notice that Ohm’s law at each node demands
in =
∑
m∈Nn
inm. Collect these quantities for all nodes in
the vectors i = {in}n∈N\{S} and v = {vn}n∈N\{S}.
Define further an index set J := {1, . . . , J} where J =∑N
n=1 |Ωn|, and j ∈ J is a linear index corresponding to a
particular pair (n, φ) with n ∈ N\{S} and φ ∈ Ωn. In this
case, denote n = Node[j], and define Jn := {j|Node[j] =
n} as the set of linear indices corresponding to node n.
III. THREE-PHASE ZIP LOAD MODELS
Due to existence of loads, the nodal net current injection
i is a function of nodal voltages v. This dependence is
denoted by in(vn). According to the ZIP load model, in(vn)
is composed of currents from constant-power loads iPQn ={
iφPQn
}
φ∈Ωn
, constant-current loads iIn =
{
iφIn
}
φ∈Ωn
, and
constant-impedance loads iZn =
{
iφZn
}
φ∈Ωn
. For n ∈ N\{S}
and φ ∈ Ωn we have that
iφn(vn) = i
φ
PQn
(vn) + i
φ
In
(vn) + i
φ
Zn
(vn) (1)
where functions iφPQn(vn), i
φ
In
(vn), and i
φ
Zn
(vn) are given
in Table I for wye and delta connections where sφLn , i
φ
Ln
,
and yφLn are respectively the nominal constant-power, constant-
current, and constant-impedance portions of the ZIP model
for wye nodes n ∈ NY. Quantities s
φφ′
Ln
, iφφ
′
Ln
, and yφφ
′
Ln
are
respectively the nominal constant-power, constant-current, and
constant-impedance portions of the ZIP model for nodes n ∈
N∆ and over phases φ, φ′ ∈ Ωn. For n ∈ N∆ and φ, φ′ ∈ Ωn,
we have that sφφ
′
Ln
= sφ
′φ
Ln
, iφφ
′
Ln
= iφ
′φ
Ln
, and yφφ
′
Ln
= yφ
′φ
Ln
. Note
that a simpler constant-current model is setting iφIn = i
φ
Ln
. The
constant-power or constant-current expressions of Table I may
also be used to model distributed generation units connected
to node n with appropriate signs for sφLn and i
φ
Ln
.
Due to the linear relationship between voltage and currents
of constant-impedance loads in Table I, for all nodes n ∈
NY ∪ N∆ we have
iZn(vn) = −YLnvn (2)
where YLn ∈ C
|Ωn|×|Ωn| is defined as follows:
YLn(φ, φ) = y
φ
Ln
, n ∈ NY , φ ∈ Ωn (3a)
YLn(φ, φ) =
∑
φ′∈Ωn\{φ}
yφφ
′
Ln
, n ∈ N∆, φ ∈ Ωn (3b)
YLn(φ, φ
′) = −yφφ
′
Ln
, n ∈ N∆, φ ∈ Ωn, φ
′ ∈ Ωn \ {φ}. (3c)
3Remark 1: The ZIP load model only approximately repre-
sents the dependencies of nodal injection currents on voltages.
For example, the shortcomings of the ZIP model in capturing
the high sensitivity of reactive powers on voltages is known
[31]. In such cases, more general models, such as ones where
the active and reactive powers are polynomial or exponential
functions of the voltages, can be used [32, Tables 1.1–1.4].
The ZIP load model presented in this section is in line with
traditional distribution system analysis textbooks such as [23,
Chapter 9]. However, the dependency of nodal injection cur-
rents in on voltages vn is technically imposed by various indi-
vidual loads (e.g., residential electrical appliances) aggregated
at node n. Even in the case of steady-state power flow studies,
determining an accurate in(vn) requires extensive surveys. In
such setups, the ZIP load model can be incorporated to obtain
more flexible but yet more complicated models for residential
loads; see e.g., [33]. When such complicated load models are
utilized, the relationships provided in Table I can be updated
accordingly. These modifications will not affect the ensuing
discussions on Y-Bus modeling.
IV. MODELING OF SERIES ELEMENTS
Each edge (n,m) represents a series element and is modeled
by the following two equations:
inm = Y
(n)
nmvn −Y
(m)
nm vm (4a)
imn = Y
(m)
mn vm −Y
(n)
mnvn. (4b)
Matrices Y
(n)
nm ∈ C|Ωn|×|Ωn|, Y
(m)
nm ∈ C|Ωn|×|Ωm|, Y
(m)
mn ∈
C
|Ωm|×|Ωm|, and Y
(n)
mn ∈ C|Ωm|×|Ωn| are determined based
on the model of the series element while setting to zero those
rows and columns that correspond to missing phases. Matrices
Y
(n)
nm and Y
(m)
mn (respectively,Y
(m)
nm and Y
(n)
mn) are called self-
admittances (mutual admittances).
A. Transmission lines
In general, we have that Ωnm ⊆ Ωn for a transmission line
on edge (n,m), and it is possible to have that |Ωnm| < |Ωn|.
As an example, in the IEEE 13-bus distribution feeder, the
three-phase node 671 is connected to the two-phase node 684
through a two-phase distribution line (config. 604). The π-
model for transmission lines depicted in Fig. 1(a) yields [23]
inm(Ωnm) =
[
1
2
Y
s
nm + Z
−1
nm
]
vn(Ωnm)− Z
−1
nmvm(Ωnm) (5)
where notations inm(Ωnm) and vn(Ωnm) pick the indices
of inm and vn that correspond to the phases in Ωnm. For
example, if vn = [v
a
n, v
b
n, v
c
n]
T and Ωnm = {b, c}, then
vn(Ωnm) = [v
b
n, v
c
n]
T . Matrix Znm = Zmn ∈ C|Ωnm|×|Ωnm|
is the series impedance matrix and matrix Ysnm = Y
s
mn ∈
C|Ωnm|×|Ωnm| is the shunt admittance matrix of the line.
Comparing (5) with (4) yields
Y
(n)
nm(Ωnm,Ωnm) = Y
(m)
mn (Ωnm,Ωnm)=
1
2
Y
s
nm + Z
−1
nm (6a)
Y
(m)
nm (Ωnm,Ωnm) = Y
(n)
mn(Ωnm,Ωnm)=Z
−1
nm (6b)
where the notation Y(Ωnm,Ωnm) selects rows and columns
of Y corresponding to existing phases in Ωnm.
(a) (b)
Fig. 1. (a) Three-phase transmission line. (b) Step-voltage regulator in series
with a transmission line.
For typical multi-phase transmission lines, the series
impedance matrix Znm is symmetric and its real part Re[Znm]
is positive definite. Based on this property, Lemma 1 proves
that Z−1nm exists and that Re[Z
−1
nm] is also positive definite.
The shunt admittance matrix Ysnm is also symmetric and
its real part Re[Ysnm] is positive semi-definite. This specific
structure will be shown to play a crucial role in guaranteeing
the invertibility of a network of three-phase transmission lines.
This property will be revisited in Section VI.
B. Step-voltage regulators
The next series element to be modeled is the SVR, a device
which is installed either at the substation or along the feeder
to keep nodal voltages within acceptable ranges. In essence,
the SVR is a connection of auto-transformers with adjustable
turns ratios. The turns ratios are dependent on the position
of its taps. The taps are determined through a control circuit
that approximates the voltage drop from the regulator node
to the node whose voltage is to be controlled. In distribution
networks, three-phase SVRs are commonly installed in wye,
closed-delta, or open-delta configurations [23].
The installation of an SVR is in series with a transmission
line similar to Fig. 1(b). The SVR is between nodes n and n′
and the transmission line is between nodes n′ and m. Other
than edges (n′, n) and (n′,m), no other edges are connected
to node n′. With the regulator taps already determined, an
equivalent model for the SVR as a single block between nodes
n and m can be derived. This equivalent model eliminates
node n′ and creates a virtual edge (n,m) in place of (n, n′).
Voltages and currents at the primary and the secondary of
a SVR are generally related via
vn = Avvn′ + ZRinn′ , inn′ = Aiin′m, (7)
where matrices Av,Ai,ZR ∈ CΩn×Ωn will be referred to
as voltage gain, current gain, and impedance matrix of the
SVR respectively. The specific entries of the aforementioned
matrices Av, Ai, and ZR are determined by the configuration
type (wye, closed-delta, or open-delta) as well as the selected
tap positions. A realistic assumption is that Ωn = Ωn′ = Ωnn′ ,
which means the primary and secondary of the SVR have
the same available phases. This assumption holds for realistic
feeders included in the numerical tests of Section VIII.
It will be shown that, for the three common types of SVRs,
matrix ZR is diagonal, matrix Av of (7) is invertible, and the
following property holds:
A
−1
v = A
T
i . (8)
4Property (8) allows one to obtain nodal admittance models
of SVRs that ultimately guarantee the invertibility of the Y-Bus
in Section VI. Nodal admittance models of SVRs are derived
next. From (7), by understanding that A−1v = A
T
i , we obtain:
vn′ = A
T
i (vn − ZRAiin′m) . (9)
Moreover, the model of (4) for the transmission line (n′,m)
gives the following for the currents in′m and imn′ :
in′m = Y
(n′)
n′mvn′ −Y
(m)
n′mvm (10a)
imn′ = Y
(m)
mn′vm −Y
(n′)
mn′vn′ . (10b)
Using (9) in (10a) yields
in′m = Y
(n′)
n′mA
T
i (vn − ZRAiin′m)−Y
(m)
n′mvm. (11)
By reorganizing (11), we obtain
FRin′m = Y
(n′)
n′mA
T
i vn −Y
(m)
n′mvm (12)
where
FR = I|Ωn| +Y
(n′)
n′mA
T
i ZRAi (13)
and I|Ωn| is the identity matrix in C
|Ωn|×|Ωn|. In Lemma 4
we show that FR is invertible so that in′m is computed as
in′m = F
−1
R Y
(n′)
n′mA
T
i vn − F
−1
R Y
(m)
n′mvm. (14)
Using the equation for the current in (7), together with (14),
we write inm := inn′ as a function of vn and vm:
inm := inn′ = Aiin′m
= AiF
−1
R Y
(n′)
n′mA
T
i vn −AiF
−1
R Y
(m)
n′mvm. (15)
To write imn in terms of vm and vn, we first use (9) in (10b)
to obtain
imn := imn′ = Y
(m)
mn′vm −Y
(n′)
mn′vn′
= Y
(m)
mn′vm −Y
(n′)
mn′A
T
i (vn − ZRAiin′m)
= Y
(m)
mn′vm −Y
(n′)
mn′A
T
i vn
+Y
(n′)
mn′A
T
i ZRAiin′m. (16)
Next, we replace in′m in (16) by its equivalent in (14):
imn =
(
Y
(m)
mn′ −Y
(n′)
mn′A
T
i ZRAiF
−1
R Y
(m)
n′m
)
vm
−Y
(n′)
mn′
(
I|Ωn| −A
T
i ZRAiF
−1
R Y
(n′)
n′m
)
A
T
i vn. (17)
Equations (15) and (17) conform to the model of (4) and
yield the following matrices for the SVRs:
Y
(n)
nm = AiF
−1
R Y
(n′)
n′mA
T
i (18a)
Y
(m)
nm = AiF
−1
R Y
(m)
n′m (18b)
Y
(m)
mn = Y
(m)
mn′ −Y
(n′)
mn′A
T
i ZRAiF
−1
R Y
(m)
n′m (18c)
Y
(n)
mn = Y
(n′)
mn′F
−T
R A
T
i (18d)
where in (18d) we have used the identity F−TR = I|Ωn| −
A
T
i ZRAiF
−1
R Y
(n′)
n′m provided from Lemma 4.
In most cases, it turns out that the per unit series impedance
of SVRs significantly depends on the tap position and is zero,
Fig. 2. Model of a single-phase auto-transformer. For brevity, the series
impedance is not drawn.
rendering ZR = O and FR = I|Ωn|. Thus, we can obtain the
following matrices for SVRs with ideal auto-transformers:
Y
(n)
nm=AiY
(n′)
n′mA
T
i , Y
(m)
nm=AiY
(m)
n′m, (19a)
Y
(m)
mn=Y
(m)
mn′ , Y
(n)
mn=Y
(n′)
mn′A
T
i . (19b)
Notice in (18) and (19) that the matrix sizes conform due to
the initial assumption that Ωn = Ωn′ .
To derive the gain matrices Av and Ai as well as the
impedance matrix ZR for the three SVR configurations (wye,
closed-delta, and open-delta), it is essential to grasp the basic
model of single-phase auto-transformers. A diagram of a
single-phase auto-transformer is given in Fig. 2.1 Given the
taps, the effective regulator ratio aR is determined as follows:
aR = 1∓ 0.00625tap. (20)
Having determined aR, the voltages and currents on the two
sides of the auto-transformer relate as follows:
vS − vN = aR(vL − vN ) + zRiS (21a)
iS = −
1
aR
iL (21b)
where zR is the series impedance of the auto-transformer.
The voltage and current relationships in (21) are leveraged
to derive the gain matrices Av and Ai for three types of
SVR connections. Table II summarizes the resulting formulas.
Notice Av is invertible and that A
−1
v = A
T
i holds for all
SVRs; a crucial property for guaranteeing Y-Bus invertibility.
1) Wye-connected SVRs: The diagram of a wye-connected
SVR is given in Fig. 3(a). Using (21a) for the three auto-
transformers in Fig. 3(a) yields the following equations:
van = aRav
a
n′ + zRai
a
nn′ (22a)
vbn = aRbv
b
n′ + zRbi
b
nn′ (22b)
vcn = aRcv
c
n′ + zRci
c
nn′ (22c)
where aRa , aRb , and aRc are the effective regulator ratios
determined by the corresponding taps at phases a, b, and c
following (20). Similarly, zRa , zRb , and zRc are per phase
series impedances of each SVR. From (22), one obtains the
SVR voltage gain Av and impedance matrix ZR:
Av =

aRa 0 00 aRb 0
0 0 aRc

 ,ZR =

zRa 0 00 zRb 0
0 0 zRc

 . (23)
1Depending on the connection of the shunt winding of auto-transformers,
SVRs can either be of type A or type B. Since type B SVRs are more common
in distribution networks [23], the regulator models developed correspond only
to this type of SVRs. The same procedure can be followed through to obtain
models for type A SVRs. This has been done for the 8500-node feeder of
Section VIII.
5TABLE II
VOLTAGE GAIN, CURRENT GAIN, AND IMPEDANCE MATRICES FOR THE THREE COMMON CONFIGURATIONS OF STEP-VOLTAGE REGULATORS
SVR connection wye-connected closed-delta open-delta
Voltage gain Av


aRa 0 0
0 aRb 0
0 0 aRc




aRab 1− aRab 0
0 aRbc 1− aRbc
1− aRca 0 aRca




aRab 1− aRab 0
0 1 0
0 1− aRcb aRcb


Current gain Ai


1
aRa
0 0
0 1
aRb
0
0 0 1
aRc




aRab 0 1− aRca
1− aRab aRbc 0
0 1− aRbc aRca


−1 
1
aRab
0 0
1− 1
aRab
1 1− 1
aRcb
0 0 1
aRcb


Impedance matrix ZR


zRa 0 0
0 zRb 0
0 0 zRc




zRab 0 0
0 zRbc 0
0 0 zRca




zRab 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 zRcb


(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 3. Three types of step-voltage regulators; (a) wye-connected (b) closed-delta(c) open-delta. For brevity, the series impedances are not drawn.
From (21b), we obtain
iann′ = −
1
aRa
ian′n, i
b
nn′ = −
1
aRb
ibn′n, i
c
nn′ = −
1
aRc
icn′n. (24)
Using (24) and recognizing that in′n = −in′m holds in (7),
we compute Ai
Ai =


1
aRa
0 0
0 1
aRb
0
0 0 1
aRc

 . (25)
2) Closed-delta connected SVRs: The diagram of closed-
delta connected SVR is drawn in Fig. 3(b). Leveraging (21)
for the three auto-transformers between phases ab, bc and ca
at node n′, the voltage equations are
van − v
b
n′ = aRab(v
a
n′ − v
b
n′) + zRabi
a
nn′
⇒ van = aRabv
a
n′ + (1− aRab)v
b
n′ + zRabi
a
nn′ (26a)
vbn − v
c
n′ = aRbc(v
b
n′ − v
c
n′) + zRbci
b
nn′
⇒ vbn = aRbcv
b
n′ + (1− aRbc)v
c
n′ + zRbci
b
nn′ (26b)
vcn − v
a
n′ = aRca(v
c
n′ − v
a
n′) + zRcai
c
nn′
⇒ vcn = aRcav
c
n′ + (1− aRca)v
a
n′ + zRcai
c
nn′ (26c)
where aRab ,aRbc , and aRca are the effective regulator ratios
and zRab , zRbc , and zRca are series impedances on phases ab,
bc, and ca at node n′ respectively. From (26), we find
Av =

 aRab 1− aRab 00 aRbc 1− aRbc
1− aRca 0 aRca

 (27a)
ZR =

zRab 0 00 zRbc 0
0 0 zRca

 . (27b)
Writing KCL for node n′ at phases a, b, c and considering the
current equation in (21b) for auto-transformers yields:
ian′n = −aRabi
a
nn′ − (1− aRca)i
c
nn′ (28a)
ibn′n = −aRbci
b
nn′ − (1− aRab)i
a
nn′ (28b)
icn′n = −aRcai
c
nn′ − (1− aRbc)i
b
nn′ . (28c)
From (28) and using in′n = −in′m in (7), we find
Ai =

 aRab 0 1− aRca1− aRab aRbc 0
0 1− aRbc aRca


−1
. (29)
3) Open-delta connected SVRs: The circuit diagram of the
open-delta SVR is given in Fig. 3(c). In Fig. 3(c), using the
voltage equations in (21) and noticing that vbn = v
b
n′ (phase b
of node n is connected to phase b of node n′) yields
van − v
b
n′ = aRab(v
a
n′ − v
b
n′) + zRab i
a
nn′
⇒ van = aRabv
a
n′ + (1− aRab)v
b
n′ + zRabi
a
nn′ (30a)
vcn − v
b
n′ = aRcb(v
c
n′ − v
b
n′) + zRcbi
c
nn′
⇒ vcn = aRcbv
c
n′ + (1 − aRcb)v
b
n′ + zRcbi
c
nn′ (30b)
where aRab and aRcb are the effective regulator ratios and zRab
and zRcb are the series impedances on phases ab and cb of node
6n. Using (30) and the equality vbn = v
b
n′ , the gain matrix Av,
and the impedance matrix ZR are obtained as follows
Av =

aRab 1− aRab 00 1 0
0 1− aRcb aRcb

 (31a)
ZR =

zRab 0 00 0 0
0 0 zRcb

 . (31b)
For the two SVRs in Fig. 3(c), from (21b) we obtain
iann′ = −
1
aRab
ian′n, i
c
nn′ = −
1
aRcb
icn′n. (32)
Applying KCL at node K of Fig. 3(c) and subsequently
introducing (32) yields ibnn′ as follows:
ibnn′ = −i
a
nn′ − i
c
nn′ − i
a
n′n − i
b
n′n − i
c
n′n
=
(
1
aRab
− 1
)
ian′n − i
b
n′n −
(
1
aRcb
− 1
)
icn′n. (33)
Combining in′n = −in′m with (32) and (33) yields Ai:
Ai =


1
aRab
0 0
1− 1
aRab
1 1− 1
aRcb
0 0 1
aRcb

 . (34)
C. Three-phase transformers
In distribution systems, a three-phase transformer can be
appropriately represented by two blocks, namely, a series
block representing the per unit leakage admittance, and a
shunt block modeling transformer core losses. Transformer
core losses can technically be treated as voltage-dependent
loads similar to the ones in Table I, with functions of v given
in [29]; notice though that this information may not be readily
available for many distribution feeders. The most common dis-
tribution transformers include delta–wye grounded, wye–delta,
wye–wye, open-wye–open-delta, delta–delta, and open-delta–
open-delta for which the ABCD parameters are listed in [23].
The corresponding nodal admittances of these connections are
given in [29] and [34] and are listed in Table III where
Y1 =

yt 0 00 yt 0
0 0 yt

 ,Y2 = 1
3

2yt −yt −yt−yt 2yt −yt
−yt −yt 2yt

 (35a)
Y3 =
1√
3

−yt yt 00 −yt yt
yt 0 −yt

 ,Y4 = 1
3

 yt −yt 0−yt 2yt −yt
0 −yt yt

 (35b)
Y5 =
[
yt 0
0 yt
]
,Y6 =
1√
3
[−yt yt 0
0 −yt yt
]
. (35c)
and yt is the per unit leakage admittance. In the next section,
the bus admittance matrix Y-Bus is formulated. It turns out
that rank-deficiency of matrices other than Y1 in (35) are the
only source of Y-Bus singularity. A method is presented to
remedy this issue.
TABLE III
ADMITTANCE MATRICES OF THE MOST COMMON TRANSFORMER
CONNECTIONS IN DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS.
Transformer connection Matrices
Node n Node m Y
(n)
nm Y
(m)
nm Y
(m)
mn Y
(n)
mn
Wye-G Wye-G Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1
Wye-G Wye Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2
Wye-G Delta Y1 −Y3 Y2 −YT3
Wye Wye Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2
Wye Delta Y2 −Y3 Y2 −YT3
Delta Delta Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2
Open-Delta Open-Delta Y4 Y4 Y4 Y4
Open-Wye Open-Delta Y5 −Y6 Y4 −YT6
V. Y-BUS CONSTRUCTION AND THE Z-BUS METHOD
The application of KCL at each node n ∈ N leads to
in(vn) =
∑
m∈Nn
inm, n ∈ N . (36)
Leveraging the series element model in (4), we arrive at the
multidimensional Ohm’s law[
i
iS
]
= Ynet
[
v
vS
]
, (37)
where vS is the voltage at the slack bus and likewise iS is the
current injection at the slack bus. Typically, vS is equal to the
symmetrical voltage {1, 1 −120◦, 1 120◦}. The matrix Ynet
can be constructed by block matrices leveraging the series
model of transmission lines, SVRs, and transformers given in
(4) as follows:
Ynet (Jn,Jn) =
∑
m∈Nn
Y
(n)
nm, n ∈ N (38a)
Ynet(Jn,Jm) = −Y
(m)
nm , m ∈ Nn. (38b)
Partitioning Ynet yields[
i
iS
]
=
[
Y YNS
YSN YSS
] [
v
vS
]
(39)
where Y is given by
Y(Jn,Jn) =
∑
m∈Nn
Y
(n)
nm, n ∈ N \ {S} (40a)
Y(Jn,Jm) = −Y
(m)
nm , n ∈ N \ {S},m ∈ Nn \ {S} (40b)
Y(Jn,Jm) = O, n ∈ N \ {S},m /∈ Nn ∪ {S}. (40c)
The matrix Y defined in (40) is called the bus admittance
matrix of the network, and is also referred to as the Y-Bus.
Matrix Y is used for power flow analysis as we explain next.
From (39), it follows that i(v) = Yv+YNSvS, where the
dependence of i on v is made explicit. Due to the ZIP load
model we can decompose i into three parts as follows:
iPQ(v) + iI(v) + iZ(v) = Yv +YNSvS. (41)
From (2), the constant-impedance currents is iZ(v) = −YLv,
where YL ∈ CJ×J is a block diagonal matrix with entries
YL(Jn,Jn) = YLn , n ∈ N \ {S}. (42)
7Using iZ(v) = −YLv in (41) and rearranging yields
iPQ(v) + iI(v) = (Y +YL)v +YNSvS. (43)
If Y+YL is invertible, (43) yields a fixed-point equation for
voltages, rendering the standard Z-Bus method as follows
v[t+ 1] = Z [iPQ(v[t]) + iI(v[t])] +w, (44)
where Z = (Y + YL)
−1, w = −ZYNSvS, and t is the
iteration index. The Z-Bus method constitutes initializing v[0]
typically to a flat voltage profile (i.e., vn[0] := vS) and
running iteration (44). The solution in terms of voltages yields
all power flows in the network. The name of the method is
derived from the inversion of Y + YL which yields Z. In
practice, Y+YL is not inverted, but its LU decomposition is
computed which is unique if Y +YL is invertible.
It is well-known that Y is not always invertible due to
transformer connections other than wye-g–wye-g. For all other
transformer connections, matrices Y2, Y3, Y4, and Y6 in
Table III are rank-deficient, which may lead to a non-invertible
Y, depending on the position of the transformer in the feeder
with respect to other elements. The non-invertibility of Y can
carry over to Y +YL as well. This is indeed the case for all
the test feeders we investigate in Section VIII.
In order to numerically remedy the non-invertibility of Y
for transformers other than wye-g–wye-g, [21] suggests adding
a small shunt admittance from the isolated transformer sides to
the ground. Mathematically, this can be achieved by replacing
Y2 and Y4 appearing in the self-admittances of Table III by
Y
′
2 = Y2 + ǫ
′
I, (45a)
Y
′
4 = Y4 + ǫ
′
I, (45b)
where ǫ′ = ǫ′r − jǫ
′
i with ǫ
′
r > 0 is a small shunt admittance
(compared to |yt|). If matricesY2 andY4 appear in the mutual
admittances, then the modification is as follows:
Y
′′
2 = Y2 + ǫ
′′
I, (46a)
Y
′′
4 = Y4 + ǫ
′′
I, (46b)
where ǫ′′ = ǫ′′r − jǫ
′′
i with 0 ≤ ǫ
′′
r < ǫ
′
r. Doing so yields Yˆ, a
slightly modified version of Y. 2 In the next section, we prove
the invertibility of the matrices Yˆ and Yˆ+YL. The voltages
can then be computed by using Z = (Yˆ +YL)
−1 in (44).
A similar approach of modifying the transformer nodal
admittances to handle the delta-side invertibility problem is
employed in OpenDSS, where by default, a high reactance is
connected from the delta terminal to the ground [36]–[38].
VI. INVERTIBILITY OF THE BUS ADMITTANCE MATRIX Y
This section proves the invertibility of Y, where to avoid
exhaustive notation, the proof is based first on the following
assumptions. The notation S ≻ O (S  O) means matrix S
is symmetric and positive (semi-)definite.
2This modification is only intended to improve the numerical properties of
the matrix Y in order to obtain steady-state power flow solutions. This is
not to be confused with standard earthing practices through connection of a
grounding transformer such as wye-g–delta or zig-zag [35].
TABLE IV
ADMITTANCE MATRICES OF SERIES ELEMENTS†
Edges Y
(n)
nm Y
(m)
nm Y
(m)
mn Y
(n)
mn
ETL
1
2
Y
s
nm
Z
−1
nm
1
2
Y
s
nm
Z
−1
nm
+Z−1nm +Z
−1
nm
E1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1
E2 Y2 + ǫ′I Y2 + ǫ′′I Y2 + ǫ′I Y2 + ǫ′′I
EYg∆ Y1 −Y3 Y2 + ǫ′I −YT3
EY∆ Y2 + ǫ′I −Y3 Y2 + ǫ′I −YT3
EO∆ Y4 + ǫ′I Y4 + ǫ′′I Y4 + ǫ′I Y4 + ǫ′′I
ER Ai
(
1
2
Y
s
n′m
AiZ
−1
n′m
1
2
Y
s
n′m
Z
−1
n′m
A
T
i
+Z−1
n′m
)
A
T
i +Z
−1
n′m
EOY∆ Y5 −Y6 Y4 + ǫ′I −YT6
† In case of missing phases, admittance matrices select Ωnm, cf. (6).
A1) The series elements belong to the following seven
categories (nodal admittances are summarized in Ta-
ble IV):
(a) The set ETL of transmission lines with nodal admit-
tances given by (6). Two realistic properties verified in
practical distribution feeders are assumed:
(i) Matrices Znm and Y
s
nm are symmetric.
(ii) It holds that Re[Z−1nm] ≻ O and Re[Y
s
nm]  O.
(b) The set E1 of wye-g–wye-g transformers with nodal
admittances given in Table III.
(c) The set E2 of wye-g–wye, wye–wye, and delta–delta
transformers, where in self-admittances the matrix Y′2
in (45a) replaces Y2 while in mutual admittances, the
matrix Y′′2 in (46a) replaces Y2.
(d) The set EYg∆ of wye-g–delta transformers where Y′2
in (45a) is used in place of Y2.
(e) The set EY∆ of wye–delta transformers where Y′2
in (45a) is used in place of Y2.
(f) The set EO∆ of open-delta–open-delta transformers
where in self-admittances, the matrix Y′4 in (45b)
replaces Y4 while in mutual admittances, the matrix
Y
′′
4 in (46b) replaces Y4.
(g) The set ER of ideal SVRs with nodal admittances given
in (19) and gain matricesAv andAi in Table II. Notice
that A−1v = A
T
i holds, and A1(a) is assumed for line
(n′,m).
Notice that E = ETL∪E1∪E2∪EYg∆∪EY∆∪EO∆∪ER.
A2) The graph (N , E) is connected.
A3) For all transformers it holds that Re[yt] > 0, i.e., the
transformers are non-ideal.
A4) Nodes and edges have three available phases, that is
Ωn = Ωnm = Ωm = {a, b, c} for all n ∈ N and
(n,m) ∈ E . The extension to the case that includes
transmission lines with missing phases and open-wye–
open-delta transformers is provided afterwards.
A few comments are in order here regarding Assumption
A1(a). The symmetricity of Znm andY
s
nm holds from electro-
magnetic considerations, that is, the coupling between phases
a and b is the same as the coupling between b and a. Interest-
ingly, we verified that matrix Re[Znm] is typically diagonally
8dominant with positive diagonal entries for all distribution
feeders. Hence, it holds that Re[Znm] ≻ O, and due to Lemma
1 in Appendix A, Z−1nm exists, and Re[Z
−1
nm] ≻ O. Assumption
A1(a)(ii) is though weaker than diagonal dominance. It is
worth emphasizing that A1(a) allows for untransposed lines.
The invertibility proof relies on Lemma 1 in Appendix A.
To use this lemma, it is first proved that Y is symmetric
(Theorem 1) and that Re[Y] ≻ O (Theorem 2).
Theorem 1: Under A1, Y defined in (40) is symmetric.
Proof: It suffices to prove that Y
(n)
nm = (Y
(n)
nm)T and
Y
(m)
nm = (Y
(n)
mn)T for all n ∈ N \ {S} and m ∈ Nn \ {S}
[cf. (40)] where the admittance matrices are given in Table IV.
The relationships hold for (n,m) ∈ ETL due to A1(a)(i); for
(n,m) ∈ E1 ∪ E2 ∪ EYg∆ ∪ EY∆ ∪ EO∆ due to (35); and for
(n,m) ∈ ER due to A1(a)(i) and using A−1v = A
T
i .
Let ES collect the edges connected to the slack bus. Such an
edge could be a transmission line, a voltage regulator, or a
three-phase transformer according to Table IV.
Theorem 2: Under A1–A4, it holds that Re[Y] ≻ O.
Proof: The goal is to prove that xTRe[Y]x > 0 for
any nonzero real vector x ∈ RJ . Since x is real, notice that
x
TRe[Y]x = Re[xTYx]. By the definition of Y in (40), and
defining xn as a vector that selects indices of x corresponding
to Jn, xTRe[Y]x is written as follows:
x
TRe[Y]x = Re

 ∑
n∈N\{S}
x
T
n

 ∑
m∈Nn
Y
(n)
nmxn −
∑
m∈Nn\{S}
Y
(m)
nm xm




=
∑
n∈NS
x
T
nRe[Y
(n)
nS ]xn +
∑
n∈N\{S}
m∈Nn\{S}
Re
[
x
T
nY
(n)
nmxn − xTnY(m)nm xm
]
=
∑
n∈NS
x
T
nRe[Y
(n)
nS ]xn +
∑
(n,m)∈E\ES
Re
[
x
T
nY
(n)
nmxn − xTnY(m)nm xm
+ xTmY
(m)
mn xm − xTmY(n)mnxn
]
. (47)
In (47), replace the second summation using Lemmas 2 and 3
in Appendix A as follows. For ETL \ ES, apply Lemma 2
with u = xn, v = xm, and W = Re[Z
−1
nm]. For E1 \ ES,
apply Lemma 2 with u = xn, v = xm, W = Re[Y1]. For
E2 \ ES, apply Lemma 2 with u = xn, v = xm, and W =
Re[Y2] + ǫ
′′
r I. For EYg∆ \ ES apply Lemma 3 with u = xn,
v = xm, and W = Re[Y1], X = −Re[Y3], Z = Re[Y2].
For EY∆ \ ES, apply Lemma 3 with u = xn, v = xm, and
W = Z = Re[Y2], X = −Re[Y3]. For E4 \ES, apply Lemma
2 with u = xn, v = xm, and W = Re[Y4] + ǫ
′′
r I. For
ER \ ES, apply Lemma 2 with u = A
T
i xn, v = xm, and
W = Re[Z−1n′m]. After the previous replacements, we obtain
x
TRe[Y]x =
∑
n∈NS
x
T
nRe[Y
(n)
nS ]xn
+
∑
(n,m)∈ETL\ES
(xn − xm)TRe[Z−1nm](xn − xm)
+
1
2
x
T
nRe[Y
s
nm]x
T
n +
1
2
x
T
mRe[Y
s
nm]x
T
m
+
∑
(n,m)∈E1\ES
(xn − xm)TRe[Y1](xn − xm)
+
∑
(n,m)∈E2\ES
(xn − xm)T (Re[Y2] + ǫ′′r I)(xn − xm)
+ (ǫ′r − ǫ′′r )(xTnxn + xTmxm)
+
∑
(n,m)∈EYg∆\ES
[
x
T
n x
T
m
]
GYg∆nm
[
xn
xm
]
+ ǫ′rx
T
mxm
+
∑
(n,m)∈EY∆\ES
[
x
T
n x
T
m
]
GY∆nm
[
xn
xm
]
+ ǫ′rx
T
nxn + ǫ
′
rx
T
mxm
+
∑
(n,m)∈E4\ES
(xn − xm)T (Re[Y4] + ǫ′′r I)(xn − xm)
+ (ǫ′r − ǫ′′r )(xTnxn + xTmxm)
+
∑
(n,m)∈ER\ES
{
(ATi xn − xm)TRe[Z−1n′m](ATi xn − xm)
+
1
2
x
T
nAiRe[Y
s
n′m]A
T
i xn +
1
2
x
T
mRe[Y
s
n′m]xm
}
(48)
where we set GYg∆nm =
[
Re[Y1] Re[Y3]
Re[YT3 ] Re[Y2]
]
, and GY∆nm =[
Re[Y2] Re[Y3]
Re[YT3 ] Re[Y2]
]
. It holds that GYg∆nm ,GY∆nm  O since
their nonzero eigenvalues are respectively {Re[yt], 2Re[yt]},
and {2Re[yt]}; and Re[yt] > 0 for all transformers. Further-
more, Re[Z−1nm] ≻ O for transmission lines, and it holds that
Re[Y1] ≻ O, Re[Y2]  O, Re[Y4]  O, and ǫ′r > ǫ
′′
r .
Moreover, Y
(n)
nS is the self-admittance of any of the edges in
Table IV, and therefore, Re[Y
(n)
nS ] ≻ O holds. The expression
in (48) is thus nonnegative for any real vector x. This proves
that Re[Y]  O. At this point, to prove positive definiteness,
we show that whenever xTRe[Y]x = 0 holds, then x = 0.
In particular, if xTRe[Y]x = 0, then every quadratic form in
(48) must be zero and we have the following implications:
(R1) Re[Y
(n)
nS ] ≻ O⇒ xn = 0, n ∈ NS.
(R2) Re[Z−1nm] ≻ O⇒ xn = xm, (n,m) ∈ ETL \ ES.
(R3) Re[Y1] ≻ O⇒ xn = xm, (n,m) ∈ E1 \ ES.
(R4) ǫ′r − ǫ
′′
r > 0⇒ xn = xm = 0, (n,m) ∈ E2 \ ES.
(R5) ǫ′r > 0 ⇒ xm = 0; and Re[Y1] ≻ O ⇒ xn = 0,
(n,m) ∈ EYg∆ \ ES.
(R6) ǫ′r > 0⇒ xn = xm = 0, (n,m) ∈ EY∆ \ ES.
(R7) ǫ′r − ǫ
′′
r > 0⇒ xn = xm = 0, (n,m) ∈ E4 \ ES.
(R8) Re[Z−1n′m] ≻ O⇒ xm = A
T
i xn, (n,m) ∈ EYVR \ ES.
Since the graph is connected, xTRe[Y]x = 0 implies that
xn = 0 for all n. We conclude that Re[Y] ≻ O.
Remark 2: The concluding part of the proof in Theorem 2
was inspired by a similar argument in [11] that proved the
invertibility of the single-phase Y-Bus.
Theorem 3: Under A1–A4, matrix Y is invertible.
Proof: Combine Theorems 1 and 2 with Lemma 1.
This section proved the invertibility of the Y-Bus under
Assumptions A1–A4. It is worth emphasizing that the proof
is modular, that is, the invertibility of the Y-Bus is shown
to be dependent only on the properties of block admittances
of the edges. In other words, regardless of the number and
order of elements, and of the topology (radial or meshed), the
Y-Bus is invertible, as long as the series elements adhere to
Assumptions A1–A4. The next section relaxes some of these
assumptions.
VII. EXTENSIONS
In this section, extensions to Theorem 3 that guarantee
invertibility of the Y-Bus under more practical considerations
9are provided. Specifically, Section VII-A covers typical dis-
tribution feeders that consist of one-, two-, and three-phase
laterals and open-wye–open-delta transformers. The Z-Bus
method of (44) relies on the invertibility of Y+YL, which is
asserted in Section VII-B. Section VII-C provides a proof of
the Y-Bus invertibility using only the imaginary parts of ǫ′ and
ǫ′′; thereby allowing the inclusion of transformers with zero
ohmic losses. This is indeed useful for simplistic models where
transformers are only represented by their series reactances.
Finally, Section VII-D considers the Y-Bus invertibility under
alternative practical transformer connections.
A. Invertibility under transmission lines with missing phases
and open-wye–open-delta transformers
The ensuing Theorem 4 handles circuits that include trans-
mission lines with missing phases and open-wye–open-delta
transformers. To this end, Assumptions A1 and A4 are
modified as follows:
A1′) The series elements in Assumption (A1) could also
include the set EOY∆ as the set of open-wye–open-delta
transformers where Y′4 in (45b) is used in place of Y4.
A4′) For any node n ∈ N and phase φ ∈ Ωn, a path exists
from S to n where edges have φ in their phase set.
Typical distribution systems comprise a main three-phase
feeder with one-, two-, or three-phase laterals, and therefore,
A4′ is satisfied in practice.
Theorem 4: The conclusion of Theorem 2 holds under A1′,
A2, A3, and A4′.
Proof: The only modification will occur in the term
(48) where for transmission lines (n,m) ∈ ETL and
SVRs (n,m) ∈ ER, we substitute xn and xm respec-
tively with xn(Ωnm) and xm(Ωnm). For open-wye–open-delta
transformers(n,m) ∈ EOY∆ we substitute xn with xn(Ωnm).
Moreover, we include the following term for open-wye–open-
delta transformers(n,m) ∈ EOY∆ in (48)
∑
(n,m)∈EOY∆\ES
[
xn(Ωnm)
T
x
T
m
]
GOY∆nm
[
xn(Ωnm)
xm
]
, (49)
where GOY∆nm =
[
Re[Y5] Re[Y6]
Re[YT6 ] Re[Y4]+ǫ
′
rI
]
. Notice that
Re[Y5] = Re[yt]I2. Moreover, the non-zero eigen-values of
Re[Y4] are {
1
3Re[yt],Re[yt]} and thus Re[Y4]  O. Thus,
the Schur complement of GOY∆ is given by
Re[Y4] + ǫ
′
rI− Re[Y
T
6 ]Re[Y5]
−1Re[Y6]. (50)
Furthermore, the following identity holds: Re[YT6 ]Re[Y6] =
Re[yt]Re[Y4]. Therefore, if ǫ
′
r > 0, the matrix Re[Y4]+ǫ
′
rI as
well as the Schur complement of GOY∆ calculated in (50) are
positive definite. This implies that GOY∆ is positive definite
if ǫ′r > 0. Thus, we conclude that
(R2′) For (n,m) ∈ ETL \ ES, xn(Ωnm) = xm(Ωnm)
(R8′) For (n,m) ∈ ER \ ES, xm(Ωnm) = ATi xn(Ωnm).
(R9′) For (n,m) ∈ EOY∆\ES, sinceGOY∆ ≻ O⇒ xm = 0
and xn(Ωnm) = 0.
Consider an edge (n,m) ∈ (ETL ∪ ER ∪ EOY∆) \ ES with
m /∈ NS and φ ∈ Ωm. Due to A4′, there exists a path from
the slack bus S to node m where all edges must have φ in
their phase set. This path is denoted by P = {S, j, . . . ,m}
where j ∈ NS. Based on (R1), xj({φ}) = 0. Based on (R2′),
(R8′), (R9′), (R3)–(R7), we conclude that xm({φ}) = 0.
B. Invertibility of Y +YL
Prior to presenting that Y +YL is invertible, the ensuing
Theorem 5 is first presented that brings out some useful
properties of YL.
Theorem 5: Matrix YL defined in (42) is symmetric, and it
holds that Re[YL]  O.
Proof: Since YL is block diagonal [cf. (42)], it suffices
to prove that YLn in (3) is symmetric and that Re[YLn ]  O
for n ∈ N \{S}. For wye loads, YLn is diagonal due to (3a);
and since Re[yφLn ] ≥ 0, it holds that Re[YLn ]  O. For delta
loads, symmetricity of YLn follows from (3c); also Re[YLn ]
is symmetric diagonally dominant with nonnegative diagonal
entries, and thus Re[YLn ]  O.
Theorem 6: The matrix Y+YL with Y defined in (40) and
YL defined in (42) is invertible under A1
′, A3, A2, A4′.
Proof: Let Y + YL = G + jB. Theorems 5, 1, and 2
or 4 prove that G = Re[Y +YL] = Re[Y] + Re[YL] ≻ O
and B = Im[Y+YL] = Im[Y
T +YTL ] = B
T . By Lemma 1,
matrix Y +YL is invertible.
The previous analysis reveals that transformers with Y2
or Y4 as their self-admittance compromise the invertibility
of Y + YL. The modification of Y2 or similarly Y4 in
(45) and (46) guarantees invertibility in Theorem 3. It is
alternatively possible to achieve invertibility of Y + YL
when YL automatically adds a constant-impedance load with
positive definite real part to a side of the transformer whose
self-admittance is Y2 or Y4. This observation is summarized
in the following corollary.
Corollary 1: Matrix Y + YL is invertible if matrices Y2
and Y4 are not modified, but any transformer side n whose
self-admittance is modeled by Y2 or Y4 contains a constant-
impedance load YLn with Re[YLn ] ≻ O.
C. Invertibility using the imaginary parts of ǫ′ and ǫ′′
In simplistic models of distribution networks, transformer
connections are represented by their series reactances, that
is, the transformer models assume zero ohmic losses. In this
section, we present an alternative to Theorem 3 that provides
a gateway to guarantee invertibility of the Y-Bus under such
transformer models. Concretely, recall that Theorem 3 relies
on Lemma 1. By applying Lemma 1 to matrix jY, a dual
result can be proved: Y−1 exists when Re[Y] = Re[Y]T
and Im[Y] ≺ O hold. The previous result can be used to
provide an alternative to Theorem 3. To this end, the following
modifications to Assumptions A1′ and A3 are considered:
A1′′) Instead of A1(a)(ii), it holds that Im[Z−1nm] ≺ O and
that shunt admittances of the lines are negligible, that is,
‖Ysnm‖ = 0. In A1(c)–A1(f) and A1
′, the modification of
Y2 or Y4 on self-admittances should be such that ǫ
′
i > 0
(added admittance is reactive). In A1(c) and A1(f), the
modification of Y2 or Y4 on mutual admittances should
be such that 0 ≤ ǫ′′i < ǫ
′
i.
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A3′′) Instead of A3, assume that Im[yt] < 0, that is, transform-
ers have non-zero leakage inductance.
The ensuing Theorem 7 guarantees invertibility of the Y-Bus
in distribution circuits where transformers are represented only
by their series reactances.
Theorem 7: Under A1′′, A2, A3′′, A4′, Y is invertible.
Proof: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3, but use
the imaginary operator Im instead of Re, and replace positive
definite arguments with negative definite arguments.
D. Alternative transformer models
Nodal admittances provided in Table III hold true for a bank
of three single-phase transformers. If no information other than
the series admittances for the transformer is available, then the
matrices in Table III provide a reasonable model in unbalanced
distribution system studies. This is indeed the case for the
feeders we tested.
However, transformers with common-core or shell-type
structures are also used in distribution systems. For such
transformer connections, by conducting extensive short-circuit
measurements, we can first obtain primitive admittance param-
eters and then convert them to nodal admittances of the form
(4) by using connection matrices [22]. The proof of Section
VI provides a template that shows how each of the block
admittances of (4) affects the Y-Bus invertibility and can be
modified accordingly to the individual transformer model.
As an example, consider the model of a three-legged core-
type transformer connected in wye-g–delta given in [22, eq.
(40)]. The only difference between that model and the wye-
g–delta of Table III is that the corresponding Y1 for the core-
type transformer is not diagonal. However, it is mentioned in
[22] that the off-diagonal elements are considerably smaller in
magnitude. Thus, if Re[Y1] is diagonally dominant, and hence
positive definite, the wye-g side of the transformer does not
compromise the Y-Bus invertibility. Of course, matrix Y2 on
the delta side, still needs to be modified as per (45a).
VIII. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we put together the previously developed
models to build the Y-Bus matrix and run the Z-Bus power
flow for the following distribution feeders: (a) the IEEE
37-bus feeder, (b) the IEEE 123-bus feeder, (c) the 8500-node
feeder, (d) the European 906-bus low voltage feeder (ELV
906-bus feeder). The developed MATLAB scripts to conduct
the numerical tests are available at the following page:
https://github.com/hafezbazrafshan/
three-phase-modeling
For each feeder, the MATLAB script setupYBus imports
the feeder excel files, and builds the required matrices Ynet,
Y, and YNS. The script setupLoads builds the required
load parameters for the network according to Table I. The
MATLAB script performZBus performs the iterations of
the Z-Bus method given in (44).
The required data for the feeders are obtained from [30].
In order to assess the accuracy of our proposed modeling
approach, computed load-flow voltage solutions are compared
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Fig. 4. Maximum difference in computed voltage magnitudes obtained from
load-flow runs on (a) the IEEE 37-bus feeder and (b) the IEEE 123-bus feeder.
The computed voltage solutions in successive load-flow runs converge when
the value of ǫ/|yt| reaches below 10−5 and 10−3 for the IEEE 37-bus feeder
and the IEEE 123-bus feeder respectively.
with benchmark solutions. Specifically, for the IEEE 123-bus
and the 8500-node test feeders, the benchmark is obtained
from the feeder documents in [30].
The benchmark for the ELV 906-bus feeder is not provided
in [30], therefore we use OpenDSS, the EPRI distribution
system simulator [36], [37]. For the IEEE 37-bus feeder, the
benchmark is also obtained from OpenDSS. This is because
OpenDSS assumes a relatively high-impedance for the open-
delta SVR and thereby allows us to verify the non-ideal SVR
models of (18) in Section IV-B.
The original data from [30] do not provide the series
impedance for any of the SVRs in any of the feeders. Unlike
the OpenDSS model of the IEEE 37-bus feeder, OpenDSS
models of IEEE 123-bus and the 8500-node feeders assume
very small series impedances for SVRs. For the IEEE 123-bus
and the 8500-node feeders, it will be demonstrated that using
the ideal SVR models in (19) does not affect the accuracy of
power flow solutions.
In the modeling of the delta–delta transformers in IEEE
37-bus and IEEE 123-bus feeders, we use nodal admittances
from Table IV. By setting ǫ′ = 2ǫ′′ = ǫ, we perform a series
of Z-Bus power flow runs with values of ǫ ranging from
10−2|yt| to 10−10|yt|. The maximum difference in voltage
magnitudes for successive values of ǫ is depicted in Fig. 4(a)
for the IEEE 37-bus feeder and in Fig. 4(b) for the IEEE
123-bus feeder. It turns out that when ǫ becomes smaller than
a threshold, the computed voltages from successive power
flow runs converge. This threshold as a fraction of ǫ/|yt|
is respectively 10−5 and 10−3 for the IEEE 37-bus and the
IEEE 123-bus feeders. The IEEE 37-bus contains two delta–
delta transformers whereas IEEE 123-bus includes only one,
therefore the required threshold for ǫ is smaller in the IEEE
37-bus than that of IEEE 123-bus.
In the modeling of the delta–wye transformers in 8500-
node and the ELV 906-bus feeders, we use nodal admittances
of Table IV with ǫ′ = ǫ. Once again, a series of load-flow
computations are performed with values of ǫ ranging from
10−2|yt| to 10−10|yt|. The maximum difference in voltage
magnitudes for various values of ǫ are depicted in Fig. 5(a)
for the 8500-node feeder and in Fig. 5(b) for the ELV 906-
bus feeder. Once the value of ǫ/|yt| reaches below 10−3, the
voltage solutions converge. In all four feeders, if we do not
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Fig. 5. Maximum difference in computed voltage magnitudes obtained from
load-flow runs on (a) the 8500-node feeder and (b) the ELV 906-bus feeder.
The computed voltage solutions in successive load-flow runs converge when
the value of ǫ/|yt| reaches below 10−3 for both feeders.
TABLE V
MAXIMUM pu DIFFERENCE IN COMPUTED VOLTAGE MAGNITUDES VS.
BENCHMARK
Feeder phase a phase b phase c
IEEE 37-bus 0.0067 0.0019 0.0053
IEEE 123-bus 0.0061 0.0034 0.0039
8500-node 0.0010 0.0013 0.0034
ELV 906-bus 0.0048 0.0055 0.0021
modify Y2, the resultant Y-Bus is singular.
Table V summarizes the comparison of our results with
benchmark solutions using the fixed value of ǫ = 10−6|yt|.
The reported values are below 0.75% of the benchmark
solutions. Description of each test feeder is provided next,
along with calculated voltage plots corresponding to Table
V. In the voltage plots, bus labels of each feeder have been
modified to represent successive numbers starting from 1.
A. IEEE 37-bus feeder
The IEEE 37-bus feeder features the following rather dis-
tinctive characteristics: (a) a delta–delta substation trans-
former, rated 2500 kVA, 230 kV/4.8 kV line to line, with
zt = (2 + j8)%, on edge (1, 2); (b) a delta–delta trans-
former, rated 500 kVA, 4.8 kV/0.48 kV line to line, with
zt = 0.09 + j1.81%, on edge (24, 38); (c) an open-delta
SVR on edge (2, 3), with a relatively high impedance of
zt = j1%; and (d) a variety of delta-connected constant-power,
constant-current, and constant-impedance loads.
The impedance of the SVR was obtained from the OpenDSS
implementation provided in the file OpenDSS/Distrib/
IEEETestCases/37Bus/ieee37.dss. Voltage magni-
tudes corresponding to the value of ǫ = 10−6|yt| are plotted
in Fig. 6 for both ideal and non-ideal regulator models where
bus 39 represents the n′ of the SVR. The solution provided by
OpenDSS is also provided for verification. Phase plots have
been omitted here due to space limitations but are available on
our github page. The maximum voltage magnitude difference
between the computed solutions and those of OpenDSS are
tabulated in Table VI. It is inferred from Table VI that when
the series impedance of the SVR is relatively high, the non-
ideal SVR models in (18) provide more accurate results.
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Fig. 6. The IEEE 37-bus feeder voltage profile obtained from the Z-Bus
method using ideal SVRs (black squares) and non-ideal SVRs (blue circles)
in comparison to the voltage profile provided by OpenDSS (red cross). Bus
labels have been modified to represent successive numbers starting from 1.
TABLE VI
IDEAL SVRS VS NON-IDEAL SVRS: MAX. pu DIFFERENCE IN COMPUTED
VOLTAGE MAGNITUDES VS. OPENDSS
SVR model phase a phase b phase c
Ideal [eq. (19)] 0.0136 0.0046 0.0072
Non-ideal [eq. (18)] 0.0067 0.0019 0.0053
B. IEEE 123-bus test feeder
The IEEE 123-bus test feeder features (a) three-, two-, and
single-phase laterals; (b) four wye-connected SVRs, namely,
ID1 on edge (1, 2) three-phase gang-operated, ID2 on phase
a of edge (12, 13), ID3 on phases a, c of edge (28, 29), ID4
on three-phases of edge (75, 76); (c) a delta-delta transformer,
rated 150 kVA and 4.16 kV/0.48 kV line to line, on edge
(68, 69). The voltage profile is provided in Fig. 7, where
the buses 127, 128, 129, 130 are the n′ of SVRs with IDs
1, 2, 3, 4 respectively (the last four markers on the plot). The
corresponding phase plots are available on our github page.
C. 8500-node test feeder
The 8500-node test feeder includes approximately 2500
medium voltage buses3 [39]. The network features (a) three-,
two-, and single-phase laterals; (b) a delta–wye sub-
station transformer on edge (1, 2), rated 27.5 MVA,
115 kV/12.47 kV line to line, with zt = 1.344 + j15.51%;
and (c) four wye-connected, individually operated, three-phase
SVRs, namely, ID1 on edge (2, 3), ID2 on edge (201, 202),
ID3 on edge (146, 147), ID4 on edge (1777, 1778).
The voltage profile is provided in Fig. 8, where the buses
2502, 2503, 2504, 2505 are the n′ of SVRs with IDs 1, 2, 3, 4
respectively (the last four markers on the plot). For this feeder,
the SVR models of (19) should correspond to type A SVRs.
In this case, the ∓ sign in (20) is changed to ±, and instead
of Ai, its inverse A
−1
i is used.
3The feeder documentation distinguishes between the term “bus” and
“node.” A bus can have multiple nodes (phases). The feeder includes 2500
primary buses, each of which may be three-, two-, or one-phase.
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Fig. 7. The IEEE 123-bus feeder voltage profile obtained from the Z-Bus
method (blue circles) in comparison to the voltage profile provided by the
benchmark (red cross). Bus labels have been modified to represent successive
numbers starting from 1.
D. The European 906-bus low voltage feeder
The ELV feeder features (a) three-phase laterals (there are
no missing phases), and (b) a delta–wye substation trans-
former, rated 800 kVA, 11 kV/416 V line to line, with
zt = (0.4+j4)%, on edge (1, 2). The obtained voltage profile
is provided in Fig. 9. The phase plots are omitted due to space
limitation, but are available on our github page.
IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper focused on nodal admittance modeling of three-
phase distribution networks. Models for transmission lines
and most relevant transformer connections are reviewed, while
novel models for step-voltage regulators are derived, explicitly
accounting for their tap positions and their series admittance.
Putting the models for the series elements together yields
the network bus admittance matrix Y-Bus, whose invertibility
is crucial in deriving power flow solutions via the Z-Bus
method. The paper carefully laid out the conditions on each
series element that guarantee the invertibility of the Y-Bus
and proves why previous proposals on modifications of certain
transformer connections restore its invertibility. The conditions
are tailored to practical distribution networks, which can be
radial or meshed, feature any number of transformers and
SVRs, and include missing phases. Comprehensive numerical
tests are presented for the IEEE 37-bus, the IEEE 123-bus, the
8500-node medium-voltage feeders, and the European 906-
bus low-voltage feeder. The codes that build the Y-Bus and
compute the power flow solutions are provided online.
APPENDIX A
USEFUL LINEAR ALGEBRA RESULTS
Lemma 1: Consider matrix Y = G + jB ∈ Cn×n with
G ≻ O and B = BT . Then Y−1 exists and Re[Y−1] ≻ O.
Proof: The invertibility proof is based on contradiction.
Assume x = xR + jxI ∈ C
n is a nonzero vector in the
nullspace of Y. Then, we have that
Yx = (G+ jB)(xR + jxI)
= GxR −BxI + j(GxI +BxR) = 0 (51)
Thus, we conclude that
GxR −BxI = 0, GxI +BxR = 0. (52)
Multiplying the second equality in (52) by xTI yields x
T
I GxI+
x
T
I BxR = 0. In the latter equality, the first term is non-
negative due to the assumption that G ≻ O . Therefore we
must have that xTI BxR ≤ 0. Since B = B
T we find that
x
T
I BxR = x
T
RB
T
xI = x
T
RBxI ≤ 0. (53)
Multiplying the first equality in (52) by xTR gives x
T
RGxR−
x
T
RBxI = 0. In the latter equality, the first term is non-negative
due to the assumption that G ≻ O, and the second term is
non-negative due to (53). Therefore, both terms must be zero.
Hence xR = 0. Replacing xR = 0 in the second equality
of (52) yields xI = 0 as well. Hence, x = 0 which is a
contradiction, since the vector x was assumed to be nonzero.
To prove the second portion, let Y−1 = R + jX. Then, it
holds that (R + jX)(G+ jB) = I. Hence,
RG−XB = I (54a)
XG+RB = O. (54b)
Using (54b), we obtain X = −RBG−1. The latter expression
can be inserted into (54a) to obtain:
RG+RBG−1B = I⇒ R = (G+BG−1B)−1.(54c)
Notice that G + BG−1B is positive definite since G ≻ O.
Hence, it holds that R ≻ O.
Lemma 2: For vectors u and v and matrix W we have that
u
T
Wu− uTWv + vTWv − vTWu=(u− v)TW(u− v). (55)
Proof: The left-hand side of (55) can be factored
u
T (Wu−Wv)− vT (Wu−Wv) = (u− v)TW(u− v).
Lemma 3: For vectors u, v and matrices W, X, Z we have
u
T
Wu− uTXv + vTZv − vTXTu =[
u
T
v
T
] [ W −X
−XT Z
] [
u
v
]
(56)
Proof: The right-hand side of (56) is written as follows
[
u
v
]T [
Wu−Xv
−XTu+ Zv
]
= uTWu− uTXv − vTXTu+ vTZv.
Lemma 4: Suppose Assumption A1(a) of Section VI holds
for the line (n′,m) of the SVR. For the values of Ai and ZR
in Table II, the matrix FR = I|Ωn|+Y
(n′)
n′mA
T
i ZRAi [cf. (13)]
is invertible. Moreover, the following holds for FR:
F
−T
R = I|Ωn| −A
T
i ZRAiF
−1
R Y
(n′)
n′m. (57)
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Fig. 8. The 8500-node feeder voltage profile obtained from the Z-Bus method using ideal regulators (blue circles) in comparison to the voltage profile
provided by the benchmark (red cross): (a) voltage magnitudes (b) voltage phases.
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Fig. 9. The ELV 906-bus feeder voltage profile obtained from the Z-Bus method (blue circles) in comparison to the voltage profile provided by the benchmark
(red cross). The intensity of the plot is due to the fact that this feeder contains three-phase laterals only.
Proof: Combining (6), Assumption A1(a) of Section VI,
and Lemma 1, it follows thatY
(n)
nm is symmetric and invertible,
and Re[(Y
(n)
nm)−1] ≻ O. Therefore, we can write
FR = Y
(n′)
n′m
[
(Y
(n′)
n′m)
−1 +ATi ZRAi
]
. (58)
Hence, FR is invertible if and only if (Y
(n′)
n′m)
−1 +ATi ZRAi
is invertible. For all SVRs, ZR is diagonal and Re[ZR]  O
holds due to ohmic or zero impedances. Furthermore, the
gain matrix Ai is real-valued and A
T
i ZRAi is symmetric.
Also recall that Re[(Y
(n)
nm)−1] ≻ O. Therefore, it holds that
Re[(Y
(n′)
n′m)
−1+ATi ZRAi] ≻ O. It follows from Lemma 1 that
(Y
(n′)
n′m)
−1 +ATi ZRAi is invertible. This proves F
−1
R exists.
It follows from (58) that
F
−1
R Y
(n′)
n′m =
[
(Y
(n′)
n′m)
−1 +ATi ZRAi
]−1
. (59)
Due to the symmetricity of (Y
(n′)
n′m)
−1 and ATi ZRAi, it
follows from (59) that F−1R Y
(n′)
n′m is symmetric:
F
−1
R Y
(n′)
n′m = (Y
(n′)
n′m)F
−T
R . (60)
Multiplying (13) from the left by F−1R yields:
I|Ωn| = F
−1
R + F
−1
R Y
(n′)
n′mA
T
i ZRAi (61)
⇒ F−1R = I|Ωn| −Y
(n′)
n′mF
−T
R A
T
i ZRAi, (62)
where in the last equality we replaced F−1R Y
(n′)
n′m with its
equivalent from (60). Transposing (62) yields (57).
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